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outpatient basis by calling
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(215) 722-53!6

24 hours - 7 days
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arad casing help.
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The MIT squad edged out a
two-point victory over Tufts m
the Geiger Cup competition,
sailed at MITF on Sunday. Tle
final standings are based upoI
total scored compiled im
divisions of dinghies, Finns,, and
Cape Cod Tech keel boats-

Sailing Tec's 'A' dinghy
entry, Alan Spoon '73, with Don
Kofi~sch '73 crewing, placed
second in his division and second
overall, behind Tufts' Maanton
Scott, whiLe Steve Cucchiaro
'74, sailing 'WB with Launey
Thomas '74 crewing, took his
divisional hondis and finished
third overall.

Larry B3acow '73 represented
MIT in a highlyw-cormpetitive,
hotly-contested Finn class,
where only six points separated
first and fifth places. Eeil, with
Frank Miller '72 and Yoding
crewing, won three of five races
on the way to winning low-point
honors in the keel boats.

Final results of the evesnt
were: MIT 68, Tufts 70, U.
Rhode Islanzd 85, Harvard 93,
and Coast Guard 1I00.

On Mondayr, MIT completed

its three-regatta sweep by
wmining the Oberg Trophy,
emblematic of the Greater
Boston title. The Tech squad
finiished ten points ahead of
second-place -Tufts in the
three-division event. Spoonr, with
Kollisch as crew, finiished second
in C'A Division, while Cucch1iaro

(low-point for the regatta) and
Bacow, with Thoamas and
Longair crewing, won in
Divisions 'E' and 6C'
respectively.

The fimal results were: MIT
24, Tufts 34, Boaston University
49 , Harvard 56, and
Northeastern 67.

MIT's freshman team won the
Greater Boston Fzosh
Championships (Gibb Trophy)
at Tufts on Momday, as both
Tucker, with Dave Aldrieh
crewing, and Rob Parker (Bert
Halstead, crew) wosn their
divisions, scoring twelve and
thirteen points in 'A' and 'B'
Divisions, respectivaely.

hastily-assembled M1T squad
phlced second, led by the fineœ

*sailing of Chuck Tucker '75 and
Arsenio Nunez '74, with Guy
Consolmagno, '74 and Joe Kelly
'74 as crew. Tucker narrowly
linissed beinng kow-point skipper
in Division A, losing to Keil to a
point.

Result's of the regatta were:
MdIT 'F' 1S, MIT 'II' 32, Harvar.d
'I' 36, Harvard 'II' 42, Boston
University 5 , Northeastern 52,
J. Maine/Oronno 590, Tufts 66,
Coast Guard 'I' 72, Boston
College 72, Coast Guard 'II' 84,
YWliamns 84, Bostsn State 94,
WPI 107, Mernrmack 109, and
Yale I I11.

MI1T's men's varsity sailors
further established themselves as
one of the top teams in the
nation this past weekend, as
they scored victories in every
event they entered. The mariners
recorded wins in the MIT Open
Regatta, the Geiger Cup,,and the
Oberg Trophy (Greater Boston
Charnnpionships). In both the
Geiger and Oberg Regattas, Tech
defeated several -nationally-

ranked schools, including
top-rated Tufts.

In Saturday's sixteen-team
Open, both Frank Keil '73, with
Bob Longair '73 as crew, and the
co-skipper team of Walter Frank
'74 and- Randy Young '74 won
low-point honors in 'A' and 'B'
Divisions, - respectively. Kefl,
Frank, and Young combined to
win six of the eight races sailed.

Also in that regatta, another
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The Old Vilna Synagogue

| Invites you t our
Traditional Orthodox Semims.

Friday - Sund~ownr
Sabbat - 9 am
j PhtllipsSt-.,

I Beacon Hill, Boton

all of the Jewish faith wselcnoe

CONVENI ENTLY LOCATED
Mif ST UDENT CENTER - Ltower Level
84 Massachusetts a~reraue, Camibridge
491-1938 or MIT ext. 81 90
Mon-Fri 9:15 am - 5 pm, Lunch 42-3) closed

The
Tufts
Boston

results were:. MIT 25,
29, Hawarad 3 1, and
UnLiversity 43.

In a regatta sailed also at
Tufts on Sunsiay, the frosh
qualified for the New England
Freshman Chlampionaships, to be
held in two weeks at Yale.

The MIT's women's varsity
squad placed third in a
six-school regatta at the
-University of Rhode Island on
Saturday, finishing beehind New-
ton College and Connecticut
College. Maria Bozzuto '73 and
Shelley Bernstein '74 co-
skippered the Tech entry.

On n S unday, the womnen
n~rrcll~i m~imsedd - jvrnning Lihe

Bostosn -University Presiderat's
Trophy Regatta, losing by two
poin ts to the hosst schoo1.
Bozzuto, with Ma rtha Donahue
75 crewing, took low-point

laurels in 'A' Divisicon, while
Bernstein and Gail Baxner '74,
with Penny Butler '75 as crew,
co-skippered in 6B'.

Ther- was a -- me, fif ly. Oi° six`
-years ago, when a rfiajO corporation
in Amelrca might expect profits of
tiv-enty or even twenty-fiv-e cents on
the sales dollar .

Those days are over . But not
evterybodk realizes it.

Wthat would you call enormous?
In 19701, For tune's Top 500 indus-

trial corpolatioins realized an average
profitof about 4 centson
t~he dollar.

Generai Ellectric far ed
slightly better than

ave age. Last year,
our profis amount-
ewd to about 5 cents
on the dollar.

i i # S p ) 2 We are occasion-
w., 'A~~~~f slb- tthacked, aslon~g

W ~~general, as being
';too parofit-or ientedl."

People argue that if social progress
is to be made, business must make it.
And that profits stand in the way of
social pr ogr ess.

WewBould argue quite the opposite.

The busineess of business is not just
'business.

But if society prosfiits and the busi-
ness does not, the business will fold in
the short ruaan. It ivill have no opeiat
ing funds.

H ow mnu c h
p ofit is enough to B% . [TY
keep'a busi ness

operating? How
nuchl is too much? hafllt Y
It's har d to say.

Hflwever, tbse,
compdanies mak- " 
ing only marginal y !
pr ofit are not the W =
comlpanies prosvicd-
ing new employment, cveating new
pr odtucts or adding to man's scientific
andcf technical know-ledge.

Marginal companies a-e not the
olnes malking the- impol tant social con-
tr ibutions todlay . For a siimjl)e a eason.
rhlrey can't afford to.

No 1 esponsible compatny wants a
retus n to the (lays of the r obber balr-
ons. No, respolnsible comnpany wants
"e0no20rnus"' pr'ofits Bllt no comlany
can sus vive without the rl'ofit system.

Why are Av e r uBning this ad?

-General Electlre is a big, techno-
logical company, wt ith the capabilities
to dd a great deal of przoblem solving
kin this country.

W We think profits hlave a dilect
effect on our ability to solve
pl olblems. But we a eaiize the is-
sue of profits is one with two
sides. By telling you our side,
lwe hope wse've moved you to

Nl think about your side. Pel haps
even wrilte us about it.

We'd like to hearu what you
have to say. Please wtr ite to
General.Electric, Dept. 901
57 0 Lexinton Avenue, New

1 ! 4WW York, NY. 10021.

The purpose of a busi-
ness, as wMe see, it, is to pro-
duce and distribute
necessar y goods and serv-
icestotheprofitofsociety 
* and t~he business itself.

A business must re-
Rect society's needs. Eco-
nomic, political, legal
and moral, as well as
social, It must ebange as
society changes and, to 
some extent, influence
those changesI

BgRATTLE SQe
8 76-4226 hrue Tuzs Akira
Kurosawa's IKIRU 5:30 - 9:30 Luis
Bunuel's VIR1D3 AN A 7:55
Weekenld Matinees 4:00

'o" 1 T AL 1
864-0426 63rd Week. De Broca's
THE KING OF HEARTS 6:30 -
9:45 Weekend Matinees 3:10 &
GIVE HER THSE MOON 8:15
Weekernld Matinees 4:55
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The EM cycling race, open to
all members of the MIT
community, will be held
Sunday, April 30. There will be
two divisions, one of 50 mHies
and the other faturing a 24
mile race. The loner race is
recommended fo r Ospeed
bikes, with 3-speeds running in
the shorter event. Races start
and finish in Leximgton. Info at
W32-1123, x2925.

a

The Intramural Council will
meet on Tuesday, April 25, in
the Varsity Club lo>ungel .at
7 :30 pm. Agenda includes
election of the following
managers: cross country,
cycling, fostball, tennis, and
volleyball. The recipient of the
Harold Pettegrore Award will
also be elected. There vrM be
discussion of rules reviSions in
t h e h a n d a o o l and
constitetional clz-nges
proposed by the Executive
Committee for next fanu.
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By Dana Gantt 
With two wins in three home

contests, MIT's varsity baseball
team pushed its record above the
.500 mark, to 4-3-2, in action
over the past week. The batsmern
lost a tough, darkness-
abbreviated decision to Norwich,
6-4, on April 14; fought back-
from an early deficit to defeat
Middlebury the next day, 8-3;
and, this past Tuesday, edged
past WPI by the score of 4-3.

Against- Norwich, MIT fell
behind early -as the lead-ff
hitter for Norwich cracked a
single to right and. came full
circuit to score as the ball got
past the right fielder and rolled
to the fence. 'A walk, two
singles, a double, and a costly
error plated three more Norwich
runs in the third. A single by
Rich Roy '72 and a triple by Joe
DeAngelo '74 got M1IT into the
scoring column in the fourth,
but two wild pitches opened the
gates for two more Norwich
scores in the sixth and a 6-1
Norwich lead.

MIT tried to pull out the
game in the late innings. A solo
homer by Roy and a two-run
double by Ken Weisshaar '72 an
inning later, narrowedl the gap to
G-4, but it was too Little, too late
as the game was called due to

darkness after seven innings.
MIT fell behind early in

Saturday's contest with
Middlebury as started Al Dopfel
'72 had some control problems
in the first inning. Five walks
allowed, Middlebury to tafly
three runs without a hit. Dopfel
settled down thereafter pitching
no-run, vo-mit ball through the
first seven innings.

Xn the Ieantime, MU3ET's
offense was sputtering and did
not score until, with two gone in
the home seventh, an error gave
the Enginers a baserunner. Two
w-alks, successive singles by
Dopfl, Roy, DeAngelo and
Herb Kummer '75, and three
more walks, enabled Tech to
plate seven tallies anld pull out
the contest.

Dave Yauch '75 came on in
relief of Dopfeil pulled for a
pinch runner, to pitch two
innings of shutout relief and
pick up the save. The two
combined for a one-hnitter.

On Tuesday MIT, led by Roy
and Kevin Rowland '74 with
three hits apiece, edged WPI in a
well-played affair. Starter Chuck
Holcom '72t yielded but three
runs over the six frames he
worked, giving up one in the
second on a double, singe, and a

sacrifice fly and allowing a

two-run homer in the fifth.
MIT countered WPl's second

inning tally with two of their
own on a single and stolen base
by Roy, Rowland's RBI single, a
base hit by Rich Charpie '73,
and a passed ball. A walk and
another stolen base, this by
Weisshaar in the third, set up
Roy's second single and Tech's
third run. After WPI's tying
homer, with two down in the
fifth, Weisshaar singled, stole his
second base of the game and
rode homne on Roy's third
consecutive safety.

Struck on his pitching hand
by a line drive in the sixth,
Holcom yielded the pitching
duties to Yauch and Dopfel who
hurled perfect ball over the last
three innings to nail down the
4-3 win.

Sidearm hurler Chuck Holcum '72 pitched in two of the three home
contests fOr the baseball team this past week. Holcurn was the loser
in the team's 64 loss to Norwich, but got the win in downing WPI
4-3. Al Dopfel '72 was the winning pitcher in the 8-3 defeat of
Middlebury, with Dave Yauch '75 registering a save. MITI-'s season
record now stands at 4-3-2.

Photo by S. Hollinger
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Lightweight Crew
(V) 6:50.5 - Yale 6:56
(2nd V) 7:10 - Yale 7:19

(F) 7:03 - Yale 7:3 2
MlTMITH

Heavyweight Crew
MIT (v) 7:15 - UMass
Columbia 3rd
UMass (2nd V) - MIT
Columbia 3rd
INT (F) 5:52 - UMass
Columbia 3rd
MlT (2nd F) 6:03 - Ha
2nd, UMass 3rd

Baseball
Nodrw~rich 6 - MIT 4
MIT 8 - Middlebury 3
MIgT 4 - WPI 3

Rugby
MIT 29 - Concord RFC 0

2nd,

2nd,

2nd, 1

arvard
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TICKETS: S3.50, 4.50, 5.50 at Music Hall box office, 268 Tremont St.,
Boston; Minuteman, 30 Boylston St., Cambridge; Soundscope, 779 Boyls-
ton St., Boston and all Slak-Shack Stores. KMAIL ORDERS: Send certified
check or money order payable to Music Hall and enclose stamped, serf-
addressed envelope. PHONE: (617) 423-330D.
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Concentration and determination - that's Mike Scott '73 (left) and
captain/stroke Vance Smith '72, pulling for all they're worth in the
MJIT-Yale varsity lightweight race. The varsity powered over the
entire 2000 meter distance on the windy Charles, beating Yale by
5.5 seconds. Coxing the boat is Slayton Tuggle '72 (right).
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By Brad Biiletdeaux
On the waters of the Charles

and the Harlemn, MIT crews
scored stunning victories over
their Ivy League opponents. The
lightweights won three of four
races, here at home, while the
heavyweights did exactly the
same in New York City.

"We were strong all the way,"
Andy Moehlenbrock '74 said,
summing up the lightweight
crew squad's victory over Yale
last Saturday. On a decidedly
unspringlike day, overcast, cold
with crosswinds blowing over
the Charles River, the liglhts'
fortunes shone bright as the
fresh, second varsity and varsity
boats all triumphed over the Elis
by open water margins.

The varsity, stroked by
captain Vance Smith'72, "went
like a bat out of hell" in the
start, according to coach Jack
Frailey, taking six seats from
Yale immediately. Then they
settled nicely, despite the winds,
to a racing beat of 331/2, to
Yale's 3214, and slowly inched
away. That beautiful moment of
open water (a lead of just over
one length, or an open gap
between MIT's stern and Yale's
bow) came after the Harvard
Bridge before the Pierce
Boathouse.

They continued rowing well
as the stroke was raised to 3 6 for
the finishing burst, getting good
run of the boat for each stroke.
Evidently the aerobic training of
the fall and the ergometer work
this winter have paid off in the
increased stamina of the crew, as
the varsity was about as smooth
at the finish of the 2000 meters
as they were at the start.

For the second week in a row
the light frosh failed to have a
real race, demolishing Yale in a
mere ten strokes. The week
before they had gined a
substantial lead over a Trinity
College varsity in twenty
strokes, but last Saturday they
had one-half length before cox
Craig Reynolds even had a
chance to look over at Yale and
report to his crew. By the
Harvard Bridge (slightly over
half way on the course) the
f rosh had an incredible
20-second margin on Yale and
went on to a final winning gap
of 29 seconds, over seven
lengths.

The second varsity boat race
was a prime example of the
coxswain's function in a race.

MIT had a four-seat lead at the
1500 meter mark but was having
trouble with the 34 stroke (they
had wanted to row at 33), and
Yale was starting to move on
them. Then cox Steve Chessin
'72 noticed that one of his men
was putting his oar into the
water slightly before the stroke
oar. Chessin instructed the man,
the boat settled together, the
stroke went to 33, and Techmen
pulled away to a 3/4 length lead.
At the Harvard Bridge the crews
are briefly out of sight of each
other as they go through
different arches. So Chessin
called for big strokes under the
bridge and surprised Yale with a
full length lead after emerging
on the upriver side.

The only loss at home was in
the second frosh race, where
MIT was considerably
outw eighed by the Brown
University heavyweight
freshmen. MIT led for the first
1500 meters, but Brown pre-
vailed in the last 500 meters.

The varsity heavies had a very
easy row on the Harlem River in
New York, beating UMass by
three lengths and Columbia by
about eight. Their toughest
struggle was against the tide on
the river, so their time was very
slow.

The frosh first boat did
likewise (UMass by three and
Columbia way back) but as they
rowed with the outgoing
current, they turned in a
sub-6-minute 2000 meter time.

Racing in four-oared shells
instead of the normal eight, the
heavy second varsity lost to
UMass but beat Columnbia.

MIT's second frosh heavies
got in a scrap with the Harvard
second light fresh and with a
few police launches tearing up
the river. The Techmen's iower
stroke was more effective in the
standing waves, giving them a
one-length victory and some
crimson shirts.

All of the MIT crews will
have tough and important tests
tomorrow on the Charles. The
lights face reigning champion
Harvard and Dartmouth, with
the heavies rowing the big
Huskies of Northeastern and
Boston University. It should be
an exciting day, especially in the
light frosh race. Last year
Harvard nipped the Engineer
frosh by 0.3 second, and
tomorrow coach Fraser Walsh is
looking to reverse his fortune.
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Chessin. MIT went on to win by
did most other Tech crews. Only

lost, rowing against Brown

MIT's second varsity lightweights (far boat)
maintain a slim 3-seat lead over Yale's crew at the
1500 meter mark of last Saturday's race on the
Charles River. Pictured are, left to right,
Perlmutter, Stahl, Moehlenbrock, Filosa, stroke

Reiser and cox
open water, as 
second frosh
heavyweights.

Photos by S. Hollinger

By Ali Kedou
The MIT tuggers travelled to

Concord, NH, and outclassed the
Concord Rugby Club, 29-0, last
Saturday.

After a ragged start by both
teams, center Roger Simmonds
G opened the scoring with a
penalty kick. The Tech
forwards, although at a slight
weight disadvantage, controlled
the loose play and capitalized on
numerous Concord errors. The
backs led the day in scoring as
wing Don Arkin '72 downed
three tries and wing Tom
Flanagan G added a fourth.

Wing forward Tony Cerne G
burst through the loose

repeatedly for large gains but
was denied a try. It was Pat
Bailey G, playing the number
eight position, who carried
across MIT's first forward try of
the season. Simmonds found his
mark on three of the five
conversions to add six more
points.

T:he following match saw
IMIT's "Red Shirts" take on the
Norwich, Vt., firsts. After two
quick tries by Norwich, MIT's
defense stiffened and the
halftime score found the
Techmen down 8-0.

The forwards put in a
determined effort, fighting off
mo re than one threat from

10fthi, . .

. . .

. - : : .:_,:..

inside the five-yard line. In spite
of inspired defense, notably by
wing John Wall '73 and wing
forward DHave ClemI G, Norwich
turned the Red Shirts' sloppy
ball-handlinlg into MIT's second
loss (versus one win).

Tomorrow at 1:30 pm the
ruggers host powerful Harvard
Business School on Briggs Field.
Their intent will be to correct
the misconception in some
circles that the "B" School has
the best college rugby team in
New England.

.K,61 'on DeckjlK

Friday
Tennrs (F) - Belmont Hill,
home, 3 pm

Saturday
Baseboall- (V) -- Fordham, home,
2 pm
Lt. Crew (V,JV&F) -
Dartmouth, Harvard for Biglin
Cup, honme, 10-1 1 am
Hvy. Crew (¥,JV&F) -
Northeastern, BU, home, 10-11
am
Sailing (V) - NEISA Dinghy
Eliminatioans at Tufts
Track (V) - Bowdoin, away, 1
pm

Lacrosse (V) - Holy Cross,
away, 2 pm
Tennis (V) - Wiliams, away, 2
pm
Golf (V) - No. Adams at
Williams, 1 pm

Sunday
Sailing (V) - NEiSA
Single-handed Eliminations
Women's Sailing (V) - CCT
Invitational, home
Sailing (F) - Invitational at
Harvard

Monday
Golf (V) - GBCAA at Concord
Country Club
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RON DELSENER PRESENTS

l~ BOSTON MUSC HALL
o I A-mdm- )f-Z3 - MAY 4 AT 8:00 P.Mq.
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FIVE CENTS

After several attempts yester-
ay by anti-war strikers to con-
ont President Jerome Wiesner

his office, MIT's president
riswered questions from a
;owd of approxinmfitely 200 as-
mbled in the lobby of Building

In other strike-related activi-
i, a picket line was set up early
the morning in front in front
77 Mass. Ave. and kept going

ith only a few short interrup-
)ns until late in the afternoon.
[so during the day,' crosses and
ars of David were planted in
resge Plaza in memory of Viet-
tmese war dead. Other strikers
ablazoned the word strike in

rite paint on the steps of 77
ass. Ave.
A bomb threat at the Her-

ann Building, warning of a
ast to occur at 11:45 am,
ised the building to be evacu-
-d. When it was re-opened at
:30, tight security measures

:re in force.
Although no definitive count

s been made, classes are run-
ig between 30 and 50% below
;ir usual attendance and some
fessors have reportedly mnade

fir classes optional. (An 18.03
am, scheduled for yesterday,
s made optionaL)
After meeting for 45 minutes
th three representatives from

strike committee, Wiesner
eed to answer queries from

crowd in Building 7. (Speak-
at the rally had earlier threat-

,d to confront Wiesner at his
Dr if he refused to appear.)

By Norman Sandler
Cambridge voters today go to

: polls not only to choose
legates to the National
avention this summer and
te for a presidential
eference, but also to
ermine which residents will
uence local party politics.
Fhe power in the Democratic
ty in Cambridge is held by

various ward committees
ughout the city, elected by

dents of the particular wards.

rhis year, the ward
omittee election has become
re important, as students and
ers have formed challenge or
Frmn slates to run for the
ition on the city committee.
[n Cambridge Ward 2, which
between Central Square and
?, and includes the MIT area,

form slate has been formed
run in today's election. The
> is made up of 12 residents

he ward, including three MIT
ple - two students and one
lessor.
running on the slate from,

are Dave Sullivan '74,
jaminm Ross G, and Chemistry
lessor Jeffrey Steinfeld. The
d 2 challenge slate will be
ling a sticker campaign, due
the late date which they
arnized. Voters will be
lied with the necessary

kers outside the polling
es, and to register the vote,
stickers must be affixed to
ballot.
'he actual duties of the ward
r mittees are, under
3achusetts state law, to elect
egates to the state
ocratic convention, where a

lidate for US Senate is

Wiesner was questioned on all
aspects of the strike targets, in-
cluding the divestment of the
Lincoln and IDraper Labs, war
research at MIT and at the Cen-
ter for International Studies, in
addition to his own personal
involvement with alleged war re-
search and developments indi-
rectly resulting in escalations to
the war, such as the controver-
sial electronic battlefield and his
postion as a director of a corpo-
ration involved in war research.
With 1600 votes in, The Tec's po
shows 984 undergraduates favoring a
UA-sponsored strike.

Asked by the strikers about
an administration position on
the strike, Wiesner said that the
decision would be a faculty one,
and that a faculty meeting may
be called, but it probably would
not take place before Thursday
or Friday. In the meantime, the
CEP is attempting to formulate
some type of stand on the issue
of classes missed.

In addressing himself tc the
question of the Draper and
Lincoln Labs, Wiesner insisted
that the process of divestment
was still continuing, amidst
reports that the administration
had gone back on its word re-
garding the spin-off from MIT.

On the subject of the Center
for International Studies,
Wiesner said that people at the
the CIS "are not doing any
research related to the war in
general. . although I don't agree
with some of the people [at the
CIS I, I do respect their academ-

gm edAo;

nominated, and the selection of
election commissioners for the
city, who determine the
eligibility of voters in
Cambridge.

The ward committees have in
the past been primarily
composed of party regulars.
However, min today's elections,
there will be reform slates
challenging the incumbants in
every ward except one, where
the incumbant group is a reform
committee.

Dave Sullivan told The Tech
that the main goal of the reform
slates which are running is to
take control of the city
committee for purposes of
ireforming voter registration in
Cambridge.

Sullivan hit upon the present
election commission as being the
body which has made it so
difficult for students residing in
Cambridge to vote. Since the
election commission is
nominated by the city
committee, Sullivan and other
members of the challenge slates
hope that after today's election
student voter registration may
be facilitated.

In addition to the
enumerated duties of the ward
committees, the challenge slates
in today's race hope to make the
position one which will be more
influential in city affairs.

The reform slates, and
particularly the slate running in
Ward 2, are emphasizing more
communication with the
constituents within the wards,
and have stated their intentions
to take stands on Cambridge
political issues such as drugs,
education, child care, housing,
and rent control.

ic freedom." He said that the
best way for students to find out
about the CIS is to' go over

Much of the questioning cen-
tered on Wiesner's alleged affilia-
tion with the research and devel-
opment of the McNamara
Fence, and later the electronic
battlefield in Vietnam, as he is
mentioned in the Pentagon Pa-
pers in relation to the idea.

He told the crowd that the e-
allegations made had "some ele-
ments of truth" in them and
that in 1965 he and three other
scientists, including MIT's
Jerrold Zacharias, were investi-
gating ways to hasten troop
withdrawals from Vietnam,
while still not endangering the
security of remaining troops.

zolesters tr enxi te rl Ig C
By Alex Makowski

and Joe Kashi
Strike activity at MIT last

week climaxed with a
nose-to-nose encounter between
SDS members and two MIT
administrators at a door to the
Hermann Building, home of the
Center for International Studies
(CIS).

Having forced their way past
one locked door in the overhead
passage connecting the Hermann
Building with the Sloan School,
the demonstrators met Dean for
Student Affairs J. Daniel Nyhart
and Vice President Constantine
Simonides blocking the second
and last pair of doors. Inside the
doors, campus patrolmen and
other administrators had used a
heavy chain and a table to hold
the doors shut.

The two administrators
warned the demonstrators of the
consequences of forcing their
way into the building, and after
20 or 30 minute of verbal
exchanges the demonstrators
left.

The attempt to enter the CIS
followed a morning of picketing
on the front steps of the
Institute and a march through
the campus. The crowd of 200
marched through the main

By Rob Hunter and
Peter Peckarsky

Several dozen persons who
had occupied the Dean of
Student Affairs Office at the
Boston University Student
Union -Friday afternoon were
arrested and led from the
building less than 24 hours later.

A group of approximately
700 demonstrators left Friday
afternoon'' rally on the
Common and marched to
Boston University with the
intention of re-occupying BU
President John Silber's office in
the administration building at
147 Bay State Rd. The intent of
the march was to protest the
arrest of three BU students
during anti-war activities last
month:

The marchers were
confronted at the administration
building by six campus
patrolmen and a force of
approximately 230 members of
Boston's Tactical Police Force
(TPF). The leaders of the march
quickly changed plans and chose
Dean of Student Affairs Staton
R. Curtis' office as an alternate
target. The door to Curtis' office
(located on the third floor of the

corridor out to building 20,
headquarters for the Armed
Forces' three MIT ROTC units.
Campus patrolmen and
administrators were waiting, and
listened stoically to the
marchers' brief round of
chanting. The main body of
demonstrators then turned
toward-the CIS, while a few of
their number sprinted ahead to
check the entrances.

C a m p u s p a t rolmen were
waiting at the ground level
doors, and refused to let the few
demonstrators into the building.
Two or three then darted into
the Sloan School and up the
stairs to try the third-floor
crossover. Finding it locked,
they returned downstairs as the
main body of the demonstrators
arrived.

Again campus patrolmen and,
administrators refused to let the
protestors into the building.
While the majority stayed
outside in the courtyard, about
60 demonstrators moved into
the Sloan School and up the
stairs to the same door. An
attempt was made to force the
lock with a Coop card, but it
was fruitless. Inspecting the door
carefully, o n e oe of the
demonstrators realized that the

Student Union building) was
forced open by removal of a
small glass "see-through" and a
crowd of about fifty people
proceeded to "occupy" the
room. This group included
several leaders of past MIT
demonstrations.

Inside the office there were
repeated pleas for those present
to refrain from wanton
vandalism and to limit their
activities to the rifling of files
and discussion of the files'
contents.

Top BU administrators, under
the direction of Vice President
for Business Operations Daniel
Finn, decided not to clear the
building Friday night, but
instead invoked a'court-ordered
injunction against those still in
the Dean's Office by midnight
Friday. The terms of the
injunction caused those
remaining in the office (but not
those spending the night in the
second-floor lounge which was
open to members of the BU
community) to be in contempt
of the Suffolk County Superior
Court.

At 7:30 am Saturday, the
administrators announced that

wood trim holding in a glass
window could be removed easily
with a screwdriver. A knife was
passed up, and while Nyhart,
who had squeezed his way to the
front of the crowd, warned the
student that he was liable to
both internal and external
discipline if he forced the door,
he began removing the screws.
The only response to Nyhart's
threat of disciplinary action was,
the passing around of the knife
so a number of the protestors
could help loosen and remove
the screws.

'The crowd was not planning
the same trashing that had
heavily damaged Harvard's
Center for International Affairs
earlier in the week. While the
screws were being removed an
SDS member with a bullhorn
urged the crowd to refrain from
damaging the building while
confronting a number of the
important CIS staff.

Once the trim was off, the
pane of glass could be removed
and the door opened by a hand
reaching through to the
doorknob inside. Dozens of the
demonstrators surged into the
crossover, while Nyhart and
Simon'ides (who had arrived

(Please turn to page By

the Union would be sealed at 8
am. Between 7:30 and 8 most of
those still in the Union departed,
and the Dean's Office was
cleared. At 2 pm Saturday the
Boston TPF arrived and arrested
the 60 remaining people without
any incidence of violence. The
peaceful surrender of these sixty
was arranged by a BU chaplain
who intervened in the interests
of maintaining peaceful justice,
with the full cooperation of
both the demonstrators and the
TPF. He escorted into the
building a single officer from the
TPF who placed the dissident
group under arrest and led them
from the building.

Following the arrests at the
Union Saturday afternoon, the
Registrar's Building was
briefly entered and just as
quickly emptied when the TPF
appeared. The Union was
re-opened at 2 pm Sunday.
According to several members of
the BU administration, the
people arrested on Saturday
were mainly freshmen and
sophomores and the arrestees
did not include the alleged
leaders of the occupation.
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By Bruce Peetz
Some 25 MIT faculty

members, meeting Friday
morning to discuss the strike,
adopted a wait and see attitude,
feeling that the undergraduates
are the people who will carry on
the strike.

The question of an
"emergency faculty meeting"
also came up, but somebody
pointed out that there had been
a faculty meeting Wednesday
and nobody there had siad
anything about a strike.

Most of the meeting,
attended largely by junior
faculty already sympathetic to
the strike, was devoted to
discussing a petition prepared
the night before by Professor of
Mathematics Warren Ambrose,
that "a' ffirms our, the
undersigned, support for a strike
against the Indoclina War and
MIT's complicity in that war."

The group raised-the question
of what is meant by "strike" in
the resosiution and whether the
document should concern itself
more with the war, rather than
with the difficulties at MIT (the
Draper and Lincoln Laboratories
and the CIS, for example). The
question was also raised whether

* People are urged to send
telegrams and post cards to senators,
representatives, and the President.
Booths are -operating in the Strike
Center and Building 40. People are
needed to man these and other
booths throughout the city. We need
more folding tables, chairs, and
wheels desperately. Contact the
telegram booth in the Strike Center
at Dorm Line 9200.

* There wll be a meeting at 5 pm
on Tuesday, April 25, of all thlose
ln;ejresied i woring to see that
]Professor John Graves is granted
tenure in the East Lounge of the
Student Center.

* The Concert Band rehearsal
Wednesday night will be held from 7
- 9 pmn instead of 8 - 10 pm in the
Student Center.

* There wil be a general mneetinag of
the MIT Chinese Studlents' Club at
7:30 pm, Thursday, April 27 in
Room 407 of the Student Center.
The main topic for discussion will be
Tiaao Yu Tai.

Members of the Middle East
Research and information Project
will present' a slide show and
discussion- on the US, Israel, and
Palestinian liberation, Thursday,
April 27 at 8 pro. international
Research Warehouse, 6th and Rogers
Street, Kendall. Square, Cambridge.
For more information,, call:
49109487.

* Professor George Wald wif speak
at the Phi Lambda Upsilon Chenical
Honorary Society Ashdown
Menmorial Lecture on the subject of
vision on Monday, May 1 at 4 pmn in
54-100.

* Wellesley-MlT Exchange:
Applications for the Fall 1972
cBss-egistration program are due

.Friday, May '5. Applications and
information are available in 7-101,
x1668.
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more.emphasis should be placed
on the Draper Labs and the CIS
ignored.

The resolution was endorsed
late in the meeting (by which
time attendance had fallen to

IIabout ,15) after several
ammenidments were made to it.
Copies were to be circulated
among the faculty and returned
to Ambrose on Monday.

The text of the petition is as
follows: "We, the undersigned
members of the MIT faculty,
affirmn our support for a strike
against the Indochina War and
MIT's complicity in that war'. We
oppose the MIT projects that
help the US government in its
exploitation of the Third World.
These include ROTC, military
research (both within academic
MIT and affiliated laboratories),
and social research in support of
repressive regimes (as at the
Center for International
Studies). We urge teachers,
students, staff and employees to
join in a prolonged campaign
against the Indochina War and
MIT's complicity in it."
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Go European Without leaving
the country. Fly with us. Anid stay
with us too. For only $4 to $8 a night.
In student kinds of places. At student
kinds of prices. With your kind of
people: students. The kids in Europe
have been doing it for years.

Now you can do it here on the
American Airlines Hostel Plan. For
students who fly (naturally) American
Airlines. If you're headed to any of
our six biggest east and west coast
cities, you'll find clean, conven iently

San Diego, and New York City.
You'l get f resh linens when you

check in. A comfortable double
room. And, depending on the school,
air conditioning, pools, tennis courts,
lounges. Movies, concerts, theater,
whatever's happening on campus.

To help you get around, we'll fly
your bike whenever you fly for just
$7. Ortel-you where to rent a Ford
Pinto for only$5 a day, 5¢ a mile (if
you're over 21 ).

ire
less
the

ities

located spots to hang your hat. At a This summer, get a Youth Fa
cost that won't hang you up. card if you're under 22 and fly for

with American Airlirnes. To go alt
The fun is that you'll find them at way and stay for less too, call an

some of the largest universities in American Airlines reservations
America. In Boston, Washington, office: And ask about the universi
D.C., San Francisco, Los Angeles,- on the Hostel Plan.

:u ~segr e h eto vrti2,

Oupssngro. '
Our passengers get the best of everything., iITOTAL COST:

Facuty st ike action
:ests on student moves

ro tuein who fly Pe an
;or su en mr A nerica 0n4

-A-PAN
August 2 - 28, 1972

Your choice:
* Life on a Japanese Farm

or

* life in the City

Fl~ght from N.Y.C.

For detailed information
send to:

JAPAN
492 Berkshire Ave.
Buffago, N.Y. 14215
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876-4226 Thru Tuees Frederic
Rossif's TO DIE IN MADRID 6:00
- 9:30 & Akira Kurosawa's
THRONE OF BLOOD 7:40 Week-
end Matinees 4:15

cENIMTRAL 
864-0426 64th Week. De Broca's
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(Continuedfrom page 1J

}while the screws were being
iremove) Ortyxg along. They

ilinked arms before the second
pair of doors, the lone remairaing
obstacle to the CIS, and warned
the students of the consequences
of pushing through.

Though the eight or nine
people at the head of the throng
'tried to push the two men aside,
ithey apparently did not enjoy
the support of the rest of the
lgroup. Twice they' called out
"Everybody push!" only to be
answered by shouts of "No!
INo!'. Eventually theI demonstrators realized there was
no way to breach this second

!barricade, and they left to march
back through the campus to
Massachusetts Avenue and the
rally in downtown Boston.

Marching across the Harvard
Bridge, the crowd of about 200
was met by Boston motorcycle
policemen who hovered near. as
:the march turned down
Commonweatlh Avenue. They
soon met with contingents
moving toward the Common
along Boylston Street from BU,
Harvard Medical School, and
several smaller schools. The
column grew to about 3000 as it
neared the Common.

Five thousand demonstrators
awaited them on the Charles

IStreet side of the park. Little
activity occurred at the
Common rally, which was
scheduled mostly as a massing
point for the large march to Post
Office Square. Led by a sound
~truck, the protestors moved past
ithe State House on Beacon
~Street, circled City Hall. jeering

ayor Kevin White, and then
iquickly walked the three blocks
[to Post Office Square.

The Square, a chilly,
,wind-swept canyon between the

iPost Office, Federal Court
IBuilding, and Federal Reserve

'Bank, was empty when they
arrived. Boston police had
cleared it earlier and had already

"brought some tactical police and
Apatrol dogs into the basement of
Rthe Post Office.

: There was little activity in the
a`Square. Speeches were short; the

open mike was turned over to
o one speaker from each

-
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THE ECONOMICS
OF. THE COLD WARS

By. Robert Smith
$1.25

At your bookstore
or

Hudson Rand Press 
1 1 Orchard Street

Mlonroe, New York 10950

participating school. A member
of MIT-SDS tried to organize a
march on the CIS; his tirade
conde-mIned .alleged
counterinsurgency research,
including a US political
assasination program he claimed
was developed at MIT, and
ended by calling for a march to
MIT by 30004000 people so
that they could takce the CIS by
storm. Nos one left the Square
after the guerrilla theater when
the march to MIT was to occur.
Instead, the MIT people
suggested that the crowd march
to Harvard to support members
of the Pan American Liberation
Committee, who had occupied
President Derek Bok's office
earlier in the week.

The crowd dispersed at 3:30
so that workers "would not be
disrupted on their way home."
Fifteen hundred marched to BU
to picket the BU Student Center
in support of students inside
who had earlier occupied the
offices of the Dean of Students.
Only two hundred rnarched to
Harvard up Massachusetts
Avenue. No one showed up at
the CIS except several
professors, students, and
administrators who had been
locked out of their offices at 3
pm when the building was closed
off in response to the take-over
threat made by MIT-SDS at the
Post Office Square rally.

Behind the building, however,
were three busloads of
Cambridge Police, arrayed in
battle gear and brandishing
tear-gas guns. A large green van
and three patrol cars, all
containing police dogs, were
parked nearby. All had arrived at
about 3 pm.

M IT maintains that the
decision to call police on to the
MIT campus prior to an actual
outbreak of violence does not
constitute a change in its policy
of dealing with internal protests
without the aid of outside
police. However, earlier that
day; CIS head Eugene
Skolnikoff tol'd Center personnel
that MIT had made an
arralgemnent to summon the
Cambridge police should
physical destruction appear
imminexlt. Associate Dean

Richard Sorenson, though, told
The Tech that while the
Cambridge Police were
summoned by MIT to the Center
Thursday evening, they had
come to the Sloan parking lot on
their own accord. "They don't
want to be caught flat-footed
again, like at the CFIA," he said.

At about 5 po, Mile Albert
of PCPJ and an advocate of a
take-over of the CIS, drove into
the Sloan parking lot in his light
blue VW van, saw the three
busloads of police and dogs, and
quickly drove out of the area.

The police stayed until late
evening, but Center
administrators left by 6 pm,
when an uneventful night
seemed assured. Nonetheless,
heavy security was implemented
at the CIS over the weekend.
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1HARQUA^RD SQo
864-4580 Thnm Tues. Charlie i
Chapin's MODERN TIMES 3:05 -
6:30 - 9:55 & Serge Bourguignon's-
SUNDAYS AND CYBELE 1:15 -
4:40 -8:05 .
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TICKETS: S3.50, 4.50, 5.50 at Music Hall box office, 268 Tremont St.,
Boston; Minuteman, 30 Boylston St., Cambridge; Soundscope, M7 Boyls-
ton St., Boston and all Slak-Shack Stores. MAIL ORDERS: Send certified
check or moneySorder payable to Music Hall and enclose stamped, self-
addressed envelope. PHONE: (617) 42330t.
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Savings Bank Life Insurance

It is America's lowest cost life insurance for all Ordinary

Life, Endowment, and Renewable Term pol9icies.

Get the facts anrd low cost soon for your exact age. It

will be worth your time to come in and see us.
864-5270 or 876-2240
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Edmund Muskie and Richard Nixon. MIT Students
help us win the

Massachusetts Primary - today.

Come to McGovern Headquarters at 678 Mass.
can todayAve. (Central

between 8 am and 8 pm, or call DL 0178. Elect a
President to end the war now. It's your last chance.
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By MIichael Feirtag
At about 3 pmn last Friday, while

across the river at Post Office Square in
Boston perhaps 5 ,000 demonstrators
blocked traffic, three MBTA busses, three
Cambridge police cars, and one unmarked
green van- pulled into the almost deserted
parking lot behind the Hermann and
Sloan Buildings. The busses contained
Cambridge police dressed not in their
customary uniforms bult in what appeared
to be their equivalent of military fatigues,
the unmarked van contained several dogs.

Perhaps an hour later, a vehicle which
some of our reporters could identify as
belonging to an activist they knew cruised
around the building and sped off. Shortly
after that, a person lounging against the
front wall of the Hermann Building was
joined by three others; the four moved to
the side of the, building, which
commanded a view of the parking lot and
the police forces; the four departed. It
was about this time that the Post Office
Square demonstration moved to Boston
University, with the sole exception of a
small contingent that went to Harvard.
apparently in support of the group that
had occupied a building there in protest
of Harvard's alleged complicity in'
Portugese imperialism in Angola. The
police near the Hermann building
remained -into the night, without
incident.

How they camrs to be there must be a
curious story, but one which must remain
for now a matter of conjecture. Yet the
matter has its interesting points.

MIT states that it did not request the
police presence. In fact, it seems that the
police were extremely reluctant to
commit themselves to a stakeout at any
given location in advance of trouble.
They had blown it completely Tuesday
night, having not arrived at Harvar&'s
CFIA at all until the demonstrators had
fled, and the police did not wish a
repetition. Local pressure on them would
probably produce a concentration of
protection at Harvard Square, whose
naerchan~ts have suffered at the
indiscriminate hands of trashing radicals
many times in the past, and at an angry
Harvard [Jniversity itself.

On Friday morning, Political Science
Department Head Eugene Skolnikoff
mforrned a meeting of his department
that police would -act when violence or
damage to the Hermann building became
imminent. His source of information is
unknown. Later in the day, Dean for

UA Notes

Student Affairs J. Daniel Nyhart insisted
that MIT's policy in this crisis would be
no different from that in previous crises,
apparently meaning that police would not
be requested before an appearance of real
danger.

MIT President Jerome Wiesner met
briefly with Cambridge Mayor Barbara
Ackermann early in the afternoon on
Friday, and one might assume a causal
relation between this meeting and the
arival of the police to protect the
Hermann Building - that is, one might
believe that Wiesner successfully pleaded
for protection.

If true, this would represent a
departure for MIT, which has had the
good fortune in the past to. have
procrastinated over a decision to summon
police just long enough that the given
crisis resolved itself. Yet this time around,
the Administration would find it much
easier to decide to bring in police, even in
advance of a merely conceivable radical
offensive.

First, the Administration would sense
the comparative lack of sympathy among
all its constituencies for a militant action
by radicals, Second, the building which
would probably be attacked - the
Hermann building - is far from the main
campus. Third, the building's first two
floors house a library enclosed by larg,
expensive windows. And fourth, the
administration could have little doubt, in
the wake of the CFIA ransacking Tuesday
night, of the intentions of at least some
radicals.

But to believe that Wiesner requested
and received police protection is to
believe that Mayor Ackermann has
power, and this is probably untrue. On
Tuesday night, the Cambridge curfew had
been declared by City Manager James
Corcoran, who had neither consulted
with, nor even informed, Ackermann.
And the Cambridge police have found it
difficult to break their old habit of
dealing with Al Veliucci (the former
Mayor, now a city council member.
famous if only for his "Hey Kids!';
anti-draug campaign), rather than the new
mayor.

Thus, though some have credited
Ackermann for the fact that Cambridge
police prefer tear gas to hand-to-hand
combat (it is supposedly a joke among
Boston police, who do things differently,
that they need to wear gas masks when
conversing with -their Cambridge
colleagues), and for the starve-them-out
strategy apparently being used at the

occupied Harvard Building, these seem to
be unilateral police decisions. And the
decision to deploy police at the Hermann
Building at 3 pm Friday was probably a
police decision as well. For her part,
Ackermann plans to send the bill for
police overtime to Nixon, with a letter
informing him that his murderous policy
in Indochina is responsible, and he should
pay the cost.

What the MIT Administration did in
fact do on Friday afternoon was to
activate its well-greased crisis mechanism.
They closed the Hermann building at 3
pmr. Nyhart decided once again to collect
about him the usual improbable group of
"responsible student leaders," which he
did; Weisner "briefed" them. His briefing
included his assertion that MIT would mot
call police if nothing seemed to be
happening. He also said that he had no
knowledge of any work being done at the
Lincoln Laboratories that was directly
related to "The Automated Battlefield,"
the use of technology to conduct air
strikes.

When the demonstration moved to
Boston University, Assistant to the Dean
for Student Affairs Jon Hartshorne and
Assistant Dean Kenneth Browning went
over to take a look.

The student body's officialdomn
reacted nervously to events. Admitting on
Wednesday that he had no idea vwhat to
do, UJAP Curtis Reeves finally decided to
hold a referendum, after which, he
realized, he would have no idea what to
do with the results. The vote, taken on
Friday, yielded some 966 votes in favor
of a strike (this figure breaks down -to
188 for a one-day moratorium, 226 for a
one-week strike, and 531 for an
open-ended strike; or, as one -person
chose to interpret it, 531 people in
academic difficulties) and 638 votes
against. The turnout was greater than that
for a UAP election; but with about 4,000
undergraduates, Reeves, who would not
have known what to do, considered on
Friday that he had a mandate to do
nothing.

The meaning of the referendum is
uncertain. A spot check on Friday
indicated that classes-- even freshman
humanities classes - were attended as
usual. A TA I know felt that his
s-op hom ores wouldn't have minded
skipping classes, if their professors
encouraged them to do it. The
atmosphere is very different from that of
the strike of two years ago, after the
Cambodian incursion, if the initiative
rests with the faculty; perhaps this
indicates a growing meekness, or a
growing indifference to the-discouraging
political climate, among entering MIT
classes.

Nixol's handling of foreign affairs
appears to be becoming easier as the
world becomes more Orwellian.
Apparently, all he must do is himself
avoid castigating Russia and the Russian
trip will remain on. The Russians can
protest and condemn as they please,
while they graciously .receive the
American advance party in Moscow, and
have the Poles issue an invitation to
Nixon to visit their country as well.

The Vietnamese offensive' was made
pcossible by Russian weapons, and it does
not seem inconceivable that, even if only
in this way, the offensive was timed to
immediately precede the summit
conference. Vietnam, then, becomes an
arena in which two superpowers bargain
with human lives for status at the
summit, while the third superpower,
China, does little other than dispatching a
marvelous pair of pandas to the National
Zoo. The Russian unwillingness to cancel
the talks as protest of the Vietnamese
bombing is thus understood, as is Nixon's
boldness in pursuing the war, Vietnaml's
civil war having been co-opted to serve
the symbolic purposes of the
superpowers.

Even if the Russian's gifts of weaponry
are required by pressures within the
so-called "Communist" world, and
Russia's fairly warm gestures toward the
US are motivated by fear of China, or
positive desires to work toward strategic
arms limitations or detente in Europe,
and a reduction in its spending on
offensive weaponry, so that funds could
be reallocated to improve the domestic
standard-of-living, or more likely to

By Curtis Reeves
The Undergraduate Association

supports a strike.
At no poimt during the past days has

the UA' corne up with an official
definition of the word "strike." This, we
feel, is an individual matter that can only
be left up to conscience og the person
facing the strike or not to strike question.
The referendum w-as simply worded to
avoid, insofar as possible, giving any
meaning to the word other than the
individual's response. Our concern is that
the will of the majority be expressed. We-
make no attempt to put Words in their
mouths.

Friday's referendum was an indicator
of the sentiments of the MIT student, but
much work remains. The faculty as a
body has yet to take a stand-on the fate
of the striking student; many have
already dedicated themselves to working
indefinitely on the strike. It is hoped that
the faculty-- wil soon devote some
attention to thise people, and further,
the Undergraduate Association urges that
these students be freed of their academic
commitments for the rest of the term.

A Strike Center has been set up in the
East Lounge of the Student Center.
Those interested inl working are urged to
comne in and participate in the ongoing
projects. In view of the growing number
of striking students, some UA funds have
-been allocated to the Strike Center.
Presently, the number there is dormline
9200.

By the way, the reason for the
question- on the preference for
presidential candidates was to fill space at
the. bottom of the page. McGovern

.captured 837 votes, Nixon 112, and
Shirley Chisolm was third at i06, slightly
more than she weighs.

And if we can get such a large turnout
for a UA-sponsored referenrdum, I hope
that we'll be able to find people who are
willing to work on tasks within the
government. The May 15 deadline for the
constitutional referendum is Inmpossible,
mainly because we have trouble finding
people who want to help with the work.
Unfortunately, I'm unable to do it all
myself, but even if I were, a document
based solely on my ideas might tend to be
too narrow-based. I've got my own Ideas,
but I'd like to hear yours, too. x2696 is
the UA office number, and at home I can
be reached at d! 9-528 or 868-0834.

And that brings up an important
point. Granted that the average student
looks to the UA Executive Committee for
some type of action and leadership, and
often finds none; it Is all too often that
the Executive Committee looks for
people to staff important project groups
and looks in vain The Student
Committee on Educational Policy is
practically begging for people. The new
constitution awaits a constitutional
committee. People walk into my office
almost every day asking if I can find
someone to work on this or that idea, and
I don't know where to start looking.
Would any student who will be in or
around Cambridge for the summer please
give me a call? Evelyn Reiser, the
Undergraduate Association secretary
(who usually answers the phone) is out'
until May 1. Drop in after then and say
hello. The UA office is yours too. Until
the first, you might try to catch me when
I'm in the office, or call me at hornme.

Stakeout at t
fortify the Chinese border - even if any
of this is truer than any pro-summit
manuevering, it nevertheless remains true
that,' short of some disaster acting as a
catalyst, Vietnam is unlikely to produce a
major,- open confrontation among
superpowers.

Nixon probably has other thoughts as
well Besides a refusal to stand by the
· Vietnamization" he claims to expouse,
there is, an Administration source told
the New York Wmes, his desire to
"demonstrate his resolve to the Ameincia
people." In this stance as well as his
summitry, Nixon has chosen, as always.
to pay with human life. for a matter of
appearances.

The domestic protest is fairly numb
(one imagines that Nixon or his aides
predicted that). There seems no way to
stop the juggernaut, and the devastation
is far -away, and inflicted at no
immediately visible cost to ourselves.

At MIT, it seems probable that the
academic contribution to the war was
completed long ago; it seems doubtful
that anything new or vital, either political
or military, is being developed (though
admittedly something could turn up - no
one has looked closely at the labs or the
CIS in two years). When asked to explain
how a student strike could be useful,
MIT-SDS members invoke the old list of
radical targets, and finally even assert that
halting ROTC here would make a
difference. One person, wielding a
bullhorn at a mass meeting, forgot to
mention the bombing when he stated the
reasons why he felt a strike was desirable.

It seems that the majority cannot be
motivated by the old list and will not be
convinced that a iefusal to attend classes
is a blow to Nixon and the war. To
believe that Nixon ~stands in the White
House Wrging his hands when students
refuse to study, is to look despairingly!
upon one's education. One must believe i
that one is destined only to prop up the
war machine, to support in some;
critically important way a bankrupt
American society, to believe that a
student strike upsets, or even politically [
hurts Nixon. Otherwise, student strike!
becomes a symbolic gesture, and Nixon
would respond only if he were rational -
enough to see that this soctety,
condemned or despaired of by its youth,
is diseased, even moribund. Nixon is
not such a person; he is preeminent in
having shown the ability of the American
government to ignore with impunity
symbolic gestures.

For those who do not believe that.
another man as President would save the
nation- both because the American .
disease is deeper than its govemment, and
because the "government" has become
capable of ignoring with ease those within
it .(up to and including a president) and
outside it who dissent,-and who look at
history and are led to reject the theory
that violence cleanses, there is nothing that
can be done. There is only symbolic
protest, and there are those who will be
quick to term it a victory for the
administration if it falters, and to ignore
it if it "succeeds." There is only symbolic
-protest, which, like the domestic impact
of the war it opposes, has' become itself
largely a matter of appearances.

':'gxrk-. Iat at .;eine'
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that fifr. Rosen .took, we would point out
simply that he missed the major point of
Alex bMakows'is columnR. That piece was
hardly a diatribe against analytic
philosophy; rather, it was a plea that
analytic philosophers not use their senior
position in the -M[IT department to block
the .promotio ofjno uy in of junior alty in other
branches of the discipline. - Editor)

To the editor:
Can anyone hear the cries of the

mental patient, through the thick padded
walls, as he is administered addicting
drugs, electric shock, lobotomies, leuco-
tomies, and treatment against his will?
Who heard the cries to call a lawyer, to
refuse treatment, to refuse committment
itself? Congress? lawyers? doctors? politi-
cms? -- NO! Mental Health Associations,
Medical Associations - NO! Who did hear
these cries? Who understood the injustice,
the agony, the torment, the degradation,
that these people went through? A few
citizens did, anmd they grew to more
citizens, and soon the cries became
louder, and more people heard, and the
people shouted and more people heard
them. It seems lice the front lnes in any
war against injuastfice has as its troops the
citizens. These citizens formed a group,
called The Citizens Commission on
Human Rights. The purpose of the group
is to braig reform ha the area of mental
health, by seeing that mental patients are
guaranteed their fightsaccording to the
Constitution, and according to the Larws
of God.

Too long has society made certain
groups the scapegoats of our society,
from the "Witch Hunts" in the 1600's to
present time, people were labeled out-
casts contaminating society, and under
the guise of "protecting the society" they
were brutalized. The psychiatrist who
played a leading role in the development
of the "gas chambers" murdered 30,000
mental patients in Poland alone during
World War 1H. This was also done under
the guise of protecting society.

With no definition of insanity, great
political leaders, social reformers, reli-
gious reformer, and artists, have been
involuntarily comsmitted to mental insti-
tutions, because they were out of agree-

ment with mores in society. Possibly they
felt that freedom was possible for man-
kind, possibly they felt that man was a
spiritual being, and electric shock, and
other brutaities were unethical. Possibly
they felt that man was basically good,
which conflicts with Dr. Benjamin Rush,
"the father of psychiatry," who felt that
all men were basically insane (except for
psychiatrists).

The common argument for involun-
tay conmittment iH mental institutions
is to save the patient from committing
suicide. Yet this argument seems quite
illogical, when statistically we find that
more Americans died in mental institu-
tions between 1965-67, than were killed
in the Revolutionary War, The Wax of
1812, The Spanish American War, World
War I, The Korean War, and in Vietnam
combined! (War deaths 123,396, mental
health deaths 126,325, figures available ia
any World Almanac), and that psychia-
trists have the highest rate of suicide than
any group including mental patients.

As we look back in history, we find
that if a person was labeled a "witch," he
could be tortured and brutalized. We look
at this today, and it seems very hard to
even conceive. This may be the reason
that our attention never falls on the
brutality today, because they are too
hard to believe, or too painful to look at.
But today if you are labeled a homo-
sexual, drug user, or "insane," you may
be committed against your will to a
mental hospital, tortured and shocked
into a living vegetable. Someday I hope
we can look back at this and find it hard
to believe. But in order for this someday
to occur, we must do something uow.

If you are interested in helping our
group, or if you did hear those cries for
help, or even if you faintly can hear the
cries, please contact Jeff Friedman,
262-0640, at the Citizens Commission on
Human Rights. It's a new group in Bos-
ton, and is just getting started. We do
need help from concerned citizens, so
please call

eft Friedman
Citizeas Commission

on Human Rights

To the editor:
Although I wotuld like to state many

reasons that show the irrationality and
illegitimacy of a declared "strike" of any
sort, intensive academic concerns prevent
me from doing so. However, let me make
just three points.

1. A majority of students has not
voted for a strike. A majority of
undergraduates has not voted for a strike.
A majority of voters in Friday's
referendum has voted that if a strike is
held at all, it should not last more than
one day. (Unrefornmable strike-julstifiers,
please take note of this fact!).

2. No matter how many people vote
for a strike, they have no right to close
down the Institute for others. Whoever
feels strongly to protest has every right to
do so in a non-violent manner, but he
must accept the consequences of his
decision and has no Tight to interfere with
the business of those who do not agree
with him.

3. What have the protestors to say
about the recent obvious invasion of the
South by undeniably North Vietnamese
troops? Can anyone portray these -
invaders as beneficent liberators? isn't it
possible.that the South Vietnamese prefer
not to be caught in the spider's web of
monolit hic, thought-controlling
Communism? But then again, some of
our radicals would likce nothing better
than to have thought control over us.

Don'ald Raila,'71-
To the editor:

Alex Makowski's article (4/1l4/723 on
philosophy at MIT is one long series of
confusions, misunderstandings, and
misrepresentatioras. As an undergraduate
major in philosophy, I would like to take
issue with his krnow-nothing, reactionary
attack on philosophy at MIT. I find it
interesting that Makowski, who admits to
having taken only two philosophy
courses, not only claims familiarity with
the philosophical literature and the
workings of the philosophy department
here, but also thinks himself competent
to pass judgement on MIT's philosophers
and to condemn their conception of the
goals and nature of philosophy and of
professional standards. I hope it is-
understood that [ have no position on the
tenure decision regarding Professor
Graves. i don't know the man nor am I
familiar with his work or his teaching. My
claim is that if there are good reasons for
keeping Graves, Makowski has not given
them. I hope it will also be understood
that the opinions I express in this letter
are my own, and are not to be imputed to
any other member of my department,
student or faculty.

First, there is a simple factual matter
to take care of. Makowski asserts that the
philosophy department is "becoming
more pre-occupied with graduate students
at the expense of undergraduates." This is
an outright lie. If anything, the trend is in
the other direction. In the year that I
have been associated with Course XXIV,
the faculty has shown a great deal of
interest in the undergraduates, certainly
as much as is shown in any other
department. A good many of the faculty
are quite willing and even eager to get
feedback, in the form of complaints,
criticisms, or suggestions, from the
undergraduates. They have even taken
action on such feedback. There are, it is
true, a special set of problems that come
along with being a philosophy major at
MIT. But if they remain unresolved, it is
not because of lack of interest or lack of
effort on the part of the faculty. Perhaps
next timae Makowski will check the facts
before making a factual assertion.
Otherwise we may forced to conclude
that it is not philosophy, but journalism,
which bears no relation to any external
body of empirical-facts.

Makowski uses his article to make a
wholesale attack on analytic philosophy.
He first attempts to give us a
characterization of it. Analytic
philosophy, he says, is concerned with
the structure rather than with the content
of arguments. Now what exactly does thrs
mean? Arguments have premisses (sic), and
a conclusion whic is supposed to follow
from the premisses. To concern oneself
with the structure of an argument is to
try to see whether the conclusion really
does follow fromn the premisses. To
concern oneself with the content of an
argument is to try to see whether the
premisses ae really true. It seems then

that Makowski's claim amounts to this,
that analytic philosophers (who axe
concerned with content) don't care
whether their conclusion really follows.
Makowski himself, judging from his
reasoning in this article, cares about
neither of these. Buat I can't imagine any
philosopher who wouldn't care about
whether his conclusion really did follow
from his premisses. And the claim that
analytic philosophers don't care about
the truth of their premisses is completely
absurd, as anyone who's ever spent five
minutes in a philosophy class should
know. Hence all philosophers, whatever
their approach to philosophy is, care
about both the content and the structure
of their argumen.ts.

Makowski is clearly trying to make
some kind of attack on analytic
philosophy here. It's not clear just what
his criticism is, though. His broad
generalizations seem to collapse when
looked at more closely. Perhaps his real
complaint is that analytic philosophers
spend more taime arguing for their
positions that they do shouting and
cursing at each other. But this is a good,
rather than a bad feature of analytic
philosophy. It is, of course, possible that
I have misconstrued Makowski. It's also
possible that he doesn't know what he's
talking about.

Though Makowski is unable to
characterize analytic philosophy in any
way, he loses no time in speculating
about its worthlessness or uselessness. He
also talks as if philosophy of science
could not be done analytically. In this, he
shows only his own ignorance.
Philosophy of science has always played,
and continues to play a large role in the
analytic school. Indeed, analytic
philosophers can be criticized for doing
not too little, but too much philosophy
of science. It is only recently that
analytic philosophers have realized that
science is not the only thing which
deserves philosophical analysis. Now I
certainly can't define 'analytic
philosophy' (just as I can't define
'algebra,' 'physics,' or electrical
engineering'). Nor can- I even ,give a
complete characterization of it. I can say,
though, that analytic philosophers do not
believe that it is the job of philosophy to
use strange, unique, or mysterious
methods to establish mysterious or
unknowable cosmological secrets. They
believe that philosophers should, by
doing careful and precise analysis of
assertions made in various contexts,
clarify the use and meaning of such
assertions. They deal with such questions
as what presuppositions these assertions
have, and what could count as evidence
for them. An analytic philosopher of
science attempts, by giving a precise
analysis of what scientists say and' do, to
make clear the presuppositions,
consequences, and methodology which
are involved in the study of science. I fail
to see how this resembles in any way an
intellectually irrelevant game of chess. It
also shows that Makowski is wrong in
saying that philosophy appeals to no
empirical evidence. Obviously one can't
give an analysts of any discipline or
activity without looking to see what it is
that practitioners of that discipline or
activity do. I also can't see how such
analysis could be said to be worthless.
Perhaps for those people who don't mind
plodding along in a mass of confusion,
philosophy is worthless. For those people
who like to get clear on various matters,
nothing could be worth more.

Makowski attempts also to show how
Professor Graves' approach to philosophy
differs from the analytic approach of the
rest of the department. It seems to
amount to this. Professor Graves likes to
teach MIT students. He likies to work
with science and engineering students. He
likes to apply what he's learned from the
study of philosophy to other disciplines.
Pressumably in Makowski's view, analytic
philosophers hate students, will not talk
to engineering majors, and do their
utmost to make sure all their ideas are
irrelevant. Makowski would almost have
us believe that Graves was fired not only
in spite of his being a good teacher, but
because of it. Of course, this is all a lot of
crap. Being an analytic philosopher is
perfectly compatible with working with
science and engneering students. It is
perfectly compatible with do'm work
and teaching courses which- have real

relevance to MIlT students. John Graves is
not the only philosophy professor who
teaches courses which are taken by
non-philosophy majors. He is not the
only professor who teaches intersting,
relevant, and worthwhile material. He is
not the only professor who takes a
genuine interest in exposing science and
engineering students to "'the excitement
and importance of philosophy." I don't
know why John Graves was denied
tenure, and I don't know whether that
decision was the right one. But any claim
that Graves was fired because of the
interest he took in MIT students is
ludicrous.

The bulk of Makowski's article
consists in an incoherent attack on
analytic philosophy, which he knows
nothing about, and a futile and
poorly-drawn attempt to relate this
attack to the issue of John Graves. If
Makowski had claimed only that Graves
should be kept because of his exemplary
teaching and community involvement, I
might agree with him. All departments
have shown an unjustified neglect of
these factors. Nor do I wish to discourage
those who know and respect Graves from
making their feelings known. What I do
object to is the attempt to muddle the
issue by bringing in unCelated issues
dealing with the nature of philosophical
analysis. And I object to Makowski's
rather antiquated view about the place of
humanities at MIT. Makowski brings up a
criticism made last year by Professor
Eagleson. Eagleson worried that people
with a professional interest in philosophy

_might become established at the Institute.
Makowski shares this worry, and worries
also that MIT may lose "the unique
humanities approach it once enjoyed." I
think that they're .right in their
expectations. MIT's philosophy
department is now a highly competent
department of professionals, and MIT
definitely will lose its unique humanities
approach. And these are two of the best
things to happen to MIT in the last few
years. Basically, MIT's ''unique
humanities approach" is a pile of shit. it
consists in relegating humanities to last
place - although students are expected to
take some humanities, it is made quite
clear that it is of no importance. But I
think the day is past when the purpose of
MIT humanities can be the offering of
bullshit gut courses to students who
couldn't give a shit anyway. The
humanities departments must be able to
attract top-notch people who can offer
good substantial courses. As one who
expects to spend the rest of his life in the
study of philosophy, I resent Makowski's
telling me that I cannot pursue my
professional education here. I have as
much right to be here as he does, and as
much right to get a first-rate technical
education as he does. My department
therefore has both the right and the
responsibility to build itself up into the
best possible department that it can be.
This means that it cannot take
second-rate people into the faculty. And
this means that- it must be an analytical
philosophy department. In the preceding
I have been using the term 'analytic
philosophy' as if there were some other
kind. Analytic philosophy is not one
branch ot philosophy among many; it s
philosophy. The difference between
analytic philosophy and 'other kinds"' is
not the difference between astronomy
and astrology, or between physics and
witchcraft. Now it is true that anybody
who klnows how to open his mouth and
spout out some crap risks being called a
philosopher by someone. It hardly
follows that there should be a place in the
philosophy department for all kinds of
buflshit. In so far as philosophy is a
meaningful and worthwhile discipline it is
anaytic. And if this means that there's no
place in the department for
existentialism, phenomenology, Zen
Buddhism, or other nonsense, then that's
the way it should be.

I'm genuinely sorry to have written
such a long letter. I did try (obviously
without success) to keep it short. But
considering the amount of space devoted
to Makowski's irresponsible slander, I
think I should be entifled to as much
space as it takes to print this letter in its
entirety.

Eric Rosen'73

{Without going to the extended lengths

Letters to The iech
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Demanding an imrmediate end to the War, to go
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and your feelings about the strike.

AUTOMATED BATTLEFIELD
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body of the race, the Crimson
moved up and past them. Even
with 500n gone, Y length down
at the bridge, they were open
water back of Harvard at the
boathouse. For the last 500m
they sprinted to 35, matching
Harvard and .moving on them,
but not enough. They lost by a
lenght and a deck. Dartmouth
also rowed,. but was never in
contention.

The 150 second varsity race
was a humiliation, as both
Harvard's second and third
varsities beat the Techmen.

This Saturday MIT crews will
face more strong opposition.
The heavies race Harvard and
Princeton at home for the
Compton Cup. Neither of these
crews is a pushover and -the big
first boat will have another
chance to demonstrate its
improvement. The lights travel
to Ithaca to defend the Geiger
Cup against Cornell and
Columbia. Cornell is an
unknown quantity, but
Columbia rowed closer to

(Continuedfrom page 83
In the early part of the race,

Northeastern surprised everyone
by taking a "flutter," 20 strokes
at a 39 beat. This is unusual for
any crew, all the more so for a
fresh eight, and was
instrumental in gaining an early
length lead.

The heavy weight second
varsity was clearly outgunned by
Northeastern, and finished a
length behind BU in third place.

Lightweights
Racing for the Biglin Bowl,

the lightweight varsity found
itself in L fierce contest for
second place between three
crews, Dartmouth,.Coast Guard
and themsleves. Harvard
commanded the race, and the
150lb. regatta, from the start.
The first boat nipped CG at the
line by .1 sec but was in turn
nipped by Dartmouth by the
same margin. Order of finish:
Harvard, Dartmouth, MIT, Coast
Guard.

The frosh lights, on whose
shoulders rested the majority of
MIT hopes for the day, rowed a
good race, pulled' the entire
distance, but were 4.3 seconds
behind Harvard at the finish.
They gained an early advantage
in the start, stroking at 40.
However, in the long greuling

before lastHarvard the week
than did MIT.

At'mes
H Var: t) NU 6:23.5, 2) MIT 6:26.2,
3) BU 6:38
L Var: 1) Harvard 6:38, 2)
Dartmoutlh 6:54, 3) MIT 6:54,1, 4)
Coast Guard 6:54.2
H Fr: 1) NU 6:33.6, 2) MIT 6:42.5,
3) BU 6:42.6
L Fr: t) Harvard 6:46.8, 2) MIT
6:51.1,3) Dartmouth 7,:27
H 2nd Var: 1) NU 6:36.5, 2) BU
6:53, 3) MIT 6;56.5
L 2nd Var: 1) Harvard 6:44, 2)
Harvard 3rd Var 6:52.3, 3) MIT
6:59, 4) Dartmouth 7:12
L 2nd Fr: 1) Harvard 6:56o5, 2)'MIT
7:07
L 3rd Fr: 1) Belmont Hill 7:00.5

Boatings
Heavy Varsity: bow-Joe Clift '72,
2-John Miller '74, 3-Dustini Ordway
'73, 4-Greg Chisholm '73, 5-Mel
Aden `74, 6-Chuck Davies '74,
7-Andy. Kernohan '74, strokerSere
Leffler '73, cox-Dave Burns '72
Light varsity: bow-Dag Horn '72,
2-Tim BWadley '72, 3-$ohn .Sheetz
'74, 4-Bob Lambe '74, 5-Dan Greene
'74, 6-Vance Smith '72, 7-Mike Scott
'73, stroke-Pete Billings '73,
cox-Slayton Tuggle '72

'Bo
Pe(

oths in 3Bldg. 10 lobby and Info Center, dI. 9-200.
ople, chairs, folding tables, transportation are all needed
expand coverage on and off c:ampus.Mass. -- Work at the polls today to

Dave Sul livan, dl. 0-178
Ohio -- Canvass for May 2 primary

Free charter flight -- McGovern Hq, 723-7913 or dl.0-178
Car pools-- Charles O'Neil, 247-7717

Students, faculty,'and administration -to march as a unit
on Washington to lobby Congress. Sandy Kelly, Scott Foster X3213;
Saul Tannenbaum dl. 9-280;, info Center di. 9-200.

PETITIONS
to Congress.

VOTE -- Where? Call the Election Commiession.
Cambridge -- 876-9828
Boston -- 922-41 00

RESEARCH
Into MIT war compricity. Seth Racusen 491-1240.

C'H HraGus sweep eL KENDALL SQUARE OFFICE

8:30 am 'til
3:00 pm- 0Mn. thru Thurs.
6:00 pm - Fridays

Cam g, hg Bank
Member FDIC

KENDALL HARVARD i PORTER SQUARES
Telephone 864-8700

OPE~LEO
(This partial listing of the
Harvard Summer School
faculty, 1972 session, indi-
cates the calibre of teachers
in the programr and the
range of fields from which
they are drawn.j

GeoW W. Abee
Psychology, University of 
Vermont
Negusse Ayele
Political Science, Haile Selassie
University
Bethany Beardslee
Soprano
Wilson B. Blshai
Arabic, Harvard
Haskell M. Block
Comparative Literature,
City University of New York
H. Brochler
Economics, Sorbonne
Jean Bruneau
Comparative Literature, Harvard
R. H. Chapman
English, Harvard
Marshall Cohen
Philosophy, City University
of New York
Maurce Cranston
Political Science,
London School of Economics
Robest Creeley
English, State University of
New York at Buffalo
Dante Della Terza
Romance Languages, Harvard
Jacques @ofny
Sociology, University of
Montreal
Hormoz Farhat
Music, University of Tehran
Donald A. Gibbs
Chinese, Harvard
Owen Gingefrch
Astronomy, Harvard
Amos Vogel
Film

T HE
GOD

1H Harvard Summer School
emirso Gukle
For a copy, send coupon to
Department SS-25 AdN

gM Massachuset Ave.
Cambridge. Mass. 0238 "/.

LOBBYING
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Being the adventures of a young man
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By Fred Shapiro
.. _ ....... _ I On Wednesday, March 29th,

the first world Tiddlywinks
,g . championship was won by the

American upstarts as Bill Renke
'73, made a difficult pot from

ph 0 . 0 0 just below the rim of the cup to
ki, p 0 0 0 clinch MIT's victory over South-

hampton University, the Euro-
pean champions. The final score

, rf 5 0 2 of the match, which took place4 0 2 .
,2b 4 0 0 in Southhampton, a middle-sized

5 0 1 city on England's southern
4' 0- 1 coast, was 123-101.
0 0 0 The top pair for MIT was

If 2 0 O Renke and Jim Marlin'73, who
. 0 0 scored 37 ppoints, followed by

° ° ° nTim Schiller '72 and J. Christ
lb 5 0 Ilb 5 1 l '73 with 33,!Craig Schweinhart

4 1 2 '73 and Dave Lockwood '744 2 ~2
with 281/2, and Moishe'72 and

R H E Pete Cooper '75 with 24/2.
300 200 003 8 8 3 Southhampton jumped off to an
000 000 010 I 2 4 early 33V/2-22V2 lead, but the MIT

winkers showed their poise by
AB R H coming back to win. Both

If 4 0 1 English television stations (BBC
5 2 0~3 2 ° & ITV) covered the tournament3 2 1!
3 1 , on their news shows.

3b 5 0 3 The North American cham-
3 1 I pions had previously defeated

c 4 1 1 Queen's University of Belfast,
lb 3 0 0 Northern Ireland,.- by 82-30, a

2 0 0 club team from Middlesex,
0 I 0 England, by 60-24, the Southern

England All-Star Team by 61-51,
and Altrincham Grammar

rf 3 ° ° School by 63/2-20/2 in exhi-
I I 0. I 0 ° bition matches while touring·2b 4 0 0

2b 3 0 1 England to create publicity for
0 0 o and interest in the game. Their
4 0 0 sole loss came at the hands of

If 2 0 1 the Northern All-Star Team by a
, rf 2 0 0 score of 61-51.

1 b 4 0 0 The championship victory
3 0 0 was the climax of a long season
0 0 0 that began in December with the
3 0 0 Eastern Regionals at MIT, in1 0 08
I 0 0 which the host team finished

3b 0 0 o0 second to the HYTHNLBTWOC

\.·' �·.� "· '�' V�5`
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Team
Harvard 00:
MIT 00[

Harvard
McGugan, 2b
Hampe, If
Harvey, cf
Barbiaux, rf
Thomas, 3b
Smith; lb
Bilodeau, c
Serrano, ss
Weissent, p

R H E
2 000 t1002 5 6 1
2 010 0000 3 9 4

Stoecken,
Malinows!

MITr
R H DeAngelo
0 0 Tirrell, 3b
1 1 .Weisshaar
I 0 Roy, ss
0 1 Dopfel, p
1 1 Proper, pr
0 0 Rowland,
1 1 Leise, rf

0 1 Braun, ph
1 1 Kummer,

Charpie, c
Reber, cf

'AB
4
4

5,4

5
5

I,5
4
t',

Team
Fordham
MIT

F.orxdliarWHgt
Cantwell,
Young, ss
Cork, cf
Curran, rf
Vanacore,
Angst, 2b
Houlihan,
Maitland,
Early, p
Hurley, p

'BHT
DeAngelo,
Leise, If
T/rrell, 3b
Weisshaar,
Holcom, p
Roy, ss
Rowland,
Dopfel, ph
Kummer, I
Charpie, c
Train, c
Reber, c'f
Proper, p
Yauch, p
Braun, ph,

* f

Timr Schiller '72, president of MITJB's worldfub, ncntrates on a squpped ink. Bil-

th7e Nort~h American T idldlywink Fedleration,ifs,..,L.<., , ;- .:-

~f., .<:: < ..

Tim Schiller '72, president of MllT's world
Club, concentrates on a squo~pped wink. B illI
the North American Tiddlywink Federation,
has open meetings every Saturday afternoon
Student Center.

champion Tiddlywinks
Renke '73, secretary of
looks on. Winks squad
on the 4th floor of the

Photo by S. Rollinger

(Haric-YonTree-Hath-No-Leaves-
But-They-Will-Out-Club) squad
from Philadelphia, but came out
ahead of the Somerville, Massa-
chusetts and the McGill Uni-
versity team from Montreal. The
second place finish qualified
them for the Continental cham-
pionships at Cornell University
in February, in which they
trounced Cornell, Somerville and
HYTH for the North American
title.

The match with South-
hampton was the first one ever
sanctioned by the International
Federation of Tiddlywinks
Associations as a "world Cham-
pionship." A trophy of some
sort will now go to MIT, which
will hold it until its title is taken
away by some future champion.
Hopefully the British winner will
come to Cambridge next year to
continue the international
rivalry.

,.. 5. ,. ,

Herb Kummer ' [holds own
first base on MIT's
highly-aspiring diamond squad
this year. Herb's capabilities
are described on the reverse of
this picture. CUT OUT AND
SAVE THIS BONNIE BEAVER
BASEBALL CARD.

I

Vittorio De Sica's

THE GARDEN OF
THE FINZI-CONTINIS

2:00, 3:45 5:35,
7:25, 9:15 P.M.

20% - SO% OFF ON ALL STEREO
EQUIPMENT. Stereo Components,
Compacts and TV's. ANl new, in
factory sealed cartons, 100%
guaranteed. All- major brands
available. Call Mike anytime,
491-7793.

Openings for on-campus reps. Sub-
scription sales, product sampling,
promotional campaigns. Excellent

commissions, free summer round-trip
tickets to Europe for top salespeople.
WRITE IMMEDIATELY: ROLLING
STONE CAMPUS - 78E. 56th Street,
New York, NY 10022.

PERSONS of various occupations re-
garding N. American ard Overseas
Opportunities, up to $2,600.00
monthly. For complete infonmation
write to JOB RESEARCH, Box
1253, Sta-A, Toronto, Ont. Enclose
$5 to cover cost.

.Councilors and specialists needed for
summer sleep-away camp for special
children. Contact Camp David,
Maimonides institute, 34-01 Mott
Avenue, Far Rockaway, NY 11691.
212-471-0100.

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
- Australia, Europe, S. America,
Africa, etc. All professions and occu-
pations, $700 to $3000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing.
Free information, Write Jobs Over-
seas, Dept. F6, P.O. Box 15071, San
Diego, CA. 92115.

EUROPE this SUMMER $199.
NY/LONINY via BMA 707 Jet. Also
BOS/LON/BOS $219. Only 40 seats
available to MIT students, employees
and their families. CALL UNI-
TRAVEL, 262-2818.

I

E world Ac aio s am
EMS]2~C lazo2( I DZZIp~S

cuassSffed X
av ertising

rriflie rJxie Sae
Central Square-

Cambridge
868-2540

a Inexpensieve
can be set up on an

outpatient basis bycalling
The Problenm Pregnancy
Educational Service
(215) 722-53e 0

24 hours - 7 days
for professional, confidential

and caring help.
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The Vaity @$wmaeight emw rawG I anI. er the middle bt tamp an f asrcA ,
meters of an upset victory over Northeastern and are: left to right, Kernohan, Davies, Adern,
BU on the Charles Saturday, when a stroking Chisholm, Ordway, Miller and Clift.
miscue cost them the vkctory. Above, pictured in Piomw by S. Ho,_nge

aW~IS~X"Anmn~annra masnZd

=.a~ Err5 E MIT IN Acn e gamts 'in Ffid important Geat ep&oKt
RazorcutUtirng. SUL la111p facial 545 Tech Square League contest with Harvard. Above pitcher Al Dopfel '72 and

(opposite garage third-asema n Dave Tirrell '74 scramble for a pop flI that both had
Seurvin- Techme fop~r iver 35 years missed in the top of the third inning.

~~~behind-~ -East Campus) ... .oger,ir ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Photos by S. Hollinger
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B]y Brad Bfifetdeaui
MIT's varsity heavyweight

crew almost had the upset of the
decade, Saturday, while racing
Northeastern and BU on the
Charles.

They were so close that this
writer could taste the thrill of
dark-horse victory; and coxswain
Dave Burns '72 could smell the
shirts that go to the winner.
Leading highly-taunted
Northeastern and much
improved (according to 
Eastern sports writers) BU over
the entire 2000 meter long race
course, a stroking miscue in the
final twenty strokes crippled the
MIT boat allowing the Huskies
to slide past for a 3% length
victory.

While Eastern crew
authorities were talking about
how much faster the Huskies
and Terriers were over last year
and predicting success, Coach
Pete Holland was quietly
building a team at the Pierce
boathouse that will change the
fortunes of heavyweight crew at
the Institute. Even in defeat, his
crew demonstrated remarkable
superiority over Northeastern,
an established rowing powers

Charging off the stake boats
at 43 beats per minute; the
Engineers took command
immediately even though both
NU and BU rowed higher
strokes, 44 and 45 respectively.
By the 1500m post, MIT still
understroking at 34 versus 37
and 36, had powered to a seven

At the halfway 1000m mark,
the Techmen had what they
never had before in history -
open water on Northeastern.
The Huskies, whose forte is gut
power, closed the gap at the 500
to go mark and were beginning
to up their stroke. BU was
another three lengtht back.

MIT was holding off NU's
sprint nicely at 1700m, as NIU
was already up to 39 with Tech
way below at 36. With less than
30 strokes to go in the race,
Tech held a dominating eight
seat lead. Then disaster struck, as
stroke Jere Lefflger '73 was
trying to quick-jump the beat
for a final sprint. He was struck
in the back with an oarhandle
and knrocked off his seat.
Without a: slide he couldn't row
with the test of the -boat and
guide them, as is iss. job The
boat slowed -- drastically and
Northeastern went by. So close.
MIT lost by a mere 2.7 seconds.

P;eavyweihts
Northeastern completed a

sweep of the regatta by taking
the frosh and second varsity
contests earlier. The Tech frosh
also understroked both their
opponents but took no sprint at
the end because they simply
haven't learned how to sprint
yet. They rowed 32 strokes per
minute all the way, against NU's
and BU's 33. BU sprinted at 36
at the end but couldn't catch the
second-place Engineer boat,
which was 26 lengths back of
NU.

I ,Releae EU; to page 6

Bonnie Beaver BrasBal Card

Herbie Kurmser - (first base)
No. 18 - Ht. 6'0"' Wt -180
Hits right, throws right

Breaking into the lineup as a
freshman, Big. H1erbie hits
with power to right center
and shows a good glove at
first base.

scoutirng report: quick lhands,
good stick, been knownr to
accost umpires, occasionally
tieckes the ivories, slides
rarely, travels with the In
Crowd.

By Da Gantt
Stranding twelve runners,

committing four costly errors
that led to four unearned runs,
and committing a balk with
runners on second and third in
the fist extra uinning,. MIT
succeeded in losing an important
Greater Boston League contest
to Harvard last Friday-. Although
outhitting the Crimson 9-6, Tech
could not come up with the big
hit in the late innings, did not
dent .the plate after the fifth
inning, and wound up on the
short end of a 5-3 decision'in ten
innings.

iarvard drew frist blood in
the top of the third when, with
one out, a high pop up by the
Crimson pitcher fell in the
middle of a crowd near the
mound for a basehit. After a
strikeout by Tech pitcher A!
Dopfel'72, a wild pitch, a singlMe,
and a stolen base put runners on
=cond- and third. What would
have been the inning-ending
groundball, however, turned unto
a two run present for Harvard as
MIT's shortshop threw wildly to
first.

MIT came back in the bottom
of the frame to tie things at
two-all. Catcher Rick Charpie
'7 3 started the uprising with a
loid singlme to left. Steve Reber
'74 followed with a single, and
Charpie came across on a
fielder's choice. Another
baseknock, this by Dave Tirrell
'74, set the stage for Ken
Weisshaar's (72) sacrifice fly and
a tie game.

Two innings later, Reber
laced a one-out single to left,
stole second, and rode home on
Tirrell's second safety, giving
MIT a 3-2 lead.

Dopfel pitched well in the
fourth, fifth, and sixth, but the
lead-offe hitter in the seventh

singled to left and advanced to
second as the shot was bobbled.
A wild pitch moved him to
third, and he raced home with
the tying run on a grounder to
second. Tech had runners in
scoring position in each of the
final three frames, loading the
sacks in the eighth, but could
not score, forcing an extra
inning.

Ha,-ard -son it in the tenth
without a hit as a walk, two
fielder's choices, and a sacrifice
bunt put men on second and
third with two out. A balk was
then called on Dopfel, giving
Harvard the go-ahead run, and a
grounder to third was booted,
adding some insurance to
Harvard's lead. Tech threatened
in the home half, putting two
men on with none gone, but still
could not get the bi-g i;t aid
yielded 5-3.

More of the same was
evidenced the next day as walks
and errors hurt Tech's defense in

dropping an 8-1 decision to
F ordham. On Saturday,
however, the MIT batsmen
managed only two baseknockls,
one byr Kevin Rowland '74 and
one by Ken Weisshaart which
helped produce Tech's only tally
in the eighth. The one bright
spot for kthe Enteeas agansst
Fordham was the fine relief

pitching of freshman Dave
Yauch who hurled five innins
of scoreless ball.

Steve Reber '74 races bac to
second base oa a pickoff
attempt during last Friday's

game against Harvard, played on
Briggs Field. Rebr was safe, but
MIT lost the game, in extra
innings, 5-3. Reber hi a good
day at the plate though, batting
2 for 4 and scoring 2 of Tech's
runs.

Al D9opfel '72 pitched the disUnce in last Friday's loss to Harvnard.
Dopfel threw well, allowing only six hits, beut unearned runs and a
balk in the._ tennn._H :.wo Hd the edge, 5-3,~~~~~~,. _e . G o_ 
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